Words for California Comprehensive
California: Eureka. May you find God and truly become joyful.
9-23-05
Chuck Pierce>: When I was in California last December, I saw a huge WAVE. I said, “Lord, what
am I seeing.” He said, “Waves of change are beginning to mount. You have a choice - you can
either ride these waves of change and harness their power, or you can resist change this year
and destruction and decay will overwhelm you.” This is a time we must learn to weather the
waves of change. To change means to turn, to put in place, to make another, to pass away, or to
be transformed. Continue praying that the Body is willing to change at this time.
7-10-07
Chuck Pierce: I want us to pray for the states engulfed in fire. Lord we lift up California. Ask
God to break whatever is holding the atmosphere in dryness. There are two things happening.
The hand of God must stop what is coming down until the earth responds to Him. Decree that
people all over California will arise this morning and respond to the Lord. They will cry out for
Him before they are engulfed in flames.
CP 2/01/2009 Harvest Rock
You will shake twelve times, now hear me, count them, enjoy them, rejoice in them. He didn’t
say that it would be disastrous shaking. I will say that it will become stronger and stronger and
stronger until you see the move of the God from the north of California manifesting and you see
the strength of God changing the border in San Diego.
Now hear Me, San Diego is going to have a great move of God. It will be a sign to you. The North
is going to have a flowing of God’s glory. So The Lord says, Enjoy your prayer life; enjoy the
change; find your Freedom Outposts.
4-7-09
Chuck Pierce: Everyone in California, the tent of His covering is coming up. His presence is
beginning to fill that place around. Lord, come and enthrone Yourself in our midst so that Your
enemies become our enemies.
5-14-09
Chuck Pierce: California had two root systems – an evil root and a glory root. The glory root will
triumph. The evil root is contending for the glory – call this state to rally now! (May 08) We
judged California wrongly. They rejected same-sex marriage but Iowa approved it. By the end
of 09 we will judge rightly. Over the next 10 years if glory does not triumph, evil will have a
greater rule.
5-19-09

Chuck Pierce: Let me prophesy what I am hearing. The Lord says, “Watch the west coast. Now
My eye will be on California.”
I say, “Watch Russia, for that bear is now rising and waiting. Decree now that Russia will be
drawn out of hiding in its plan of destruction that is not in My time. Pray for My people that I
have positioned in that nation so that they can begin to see clearly in a way they have not seen.
As you begin to pray for Russia, come down that west coast and pray for Alaska, Washington,
even portions of Canada on the west, Vancouver and Oregon. But My eye is on California in
these next three months. Watch carefully for that bear is now rising. In the midst of the rising
bear of California, this is a bear that I want to growl across this nation. Call forth the move of
God in California so that bear will be a detriment to the enemies of this land. Everyone will say,
‘Who would have thought that California would have roared like this?’ Lord, we say that
California will be a threat to the enemy now.
11-13-09
Chuck Pierce: Summary of vision at Liberty Park, 5-08: He sent me to all the critical states so far.
The first was California that He showed me that was so unique because it had such a huge glory
root. It had a huge evil root contending. And really it was the most unusual to look like that.
And He spoke to me and He said how we were not evaluating our land properly. And, he said,
the glory in California will overtake the evil that is trying to overtake it. See. It was amazing.
This was in May. So at the end of 2008 when they got into the voting issue of the same sex
marriage (and everybody, you know all the prophets saying California is just going to fall off
into the ocean). But that is not quite how God is seeing it right now. He said to me, He said you
will call and announce, you will go out there and announce to them that they will defeat the
same sex marriage because it is anti covenant. He said it doesn’t matter how far behind they
think they are you encourage My people that they can rally because CA from it’s history has the
greatest grass roots ability to rally. And that they can rally and that they can overcome this.
Therefore they voted against same sex marriage. See. See so, that’s the way I am assuming
God is saying: ‘You can realign with me’.
3-30-10
Chuck Pierce: . In California and Texas, those Sephardic Jews and the blood line of that group
will begin to now rise up. There will begin to be a move of God and an awakening.
4-4-10
Chuck: Lands are shifting. The border between Mexico and California, Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas, beginning in the west and going east.
Word to California from Chuck Pierce and Barbara Wentroble at HAPN in
Okalahoma on April 10, 2010
Chuck Pierce
But the Lord says to you daughter this is your day in California. The Lord
says 2010

I begin.
So the Lord says look and establish your outposts throughout the state. You
be the first to establish your outpost of what I'm doing and vie for the
glory, vie for the glory. Vie for the glory vie for the glory and then the
land, vie for the glory and then the land go to the key bridge areas and vie
for the glory I say to you this is your day in California and I say do it my
way.
Barbara
I just so see that state of California. Chuck just prophesied over someone
about the north south war and you have the same thing in California. The
Lord said I'm going to show you how to bring that state together for there
are those with a heart for revival and the heart for reformation in that
state but its all been localized, and God said I'm going to show you how to
join the state together and those pockets of revival and those pockets of
renewal that have been springing up all over that state. God said now
they're going to begin to join forces together in a new way. It's like a net
that I see God putting over that state you know they throw out the net and
they pull in the fish off the coast of California and I saw God just
throwing this net over the state of California to begin to pull them
together in a new way.
Chuck
And Vicki the Lord says there's a lot vying for your attention so let me
show you my net that I have for you to see are to see that it is mended in
state and connected properly so I say to you don't go to the right don't go
to the left but let me give you your vision for your progression in days
ahead.
5-4-10
Chuck Pierce: Chuck – “For lands are shifting. Lands are shifting. Did I not tell you that the
border between Mexico and California and Texas and Arizona and New Mexico would now shift?
I’ve begun in the west and I’ll move to the east. Put your ear to the ground for lands are
beginning to shift.”
6-10-11
Chuck Pierce: California: This is a time of splitting and shaking but not from an earthquake.
Corruption and perversion in communication will shift and the nation will be jarred so that
California can harvest and be harvested. Calif. Is on My radar and is determined to be My state
of harvest. Go from the N-S, from S-W and W-E. Decree harvest and harvest will come.
12-1-11

Chuck Pierce: I say, “The sound from California will shift into a new mode. Worship will come
alive in a new way and media will begin to shift from the state called California.”
5-10-12
Chuck Pierce: And I say to you unusual weather patterns will arise in the South. So I say watch
the southern tips, the southern tip of Florida, the southern tip of Texas, and the southern tip of
California, the southern portion of the Hawaiian Islands. I say watch the southern most parts of
this land. And I say from Mexico unusual patterns will sweep the nation for there will be a
shaking in the land and a shaking in the heavens. And I say to you because of that know My
wing is waving over these areas and if you will watch My wing wave even over the Keys of
Florida you will say it is time for My Spirit to unlock these regions. I say to you I long to unlock
the regions of the South so I will send unusual weather patterns as signs for the unlocking.
5-20-12
Chuck Pierce: California you will have a war over water this summer.
And I say to you unusual weather patterns will arise in the South. So I say watch the southern tips, the
southern tip of Florida, the southern tip of Texas, and the southern tip of California, the southern portion
of the Hawaiian Islands. I say watch the southern most parts of this land. And I say from Mexico unusual
patterns will sweep the nation for there will be a shaking in the land and a shaking in the heavens. And I
say to you because of that know My wing is waving over these areas and if you will watch My wing wave
even over the Keys of Florida you will say it is time for My Spirit to unlock these regions. I say to you I
long to unlock the regions of the South so I will send unusual weather patterns as signs for the unlocking.

AUGUST 29, 2012 San Diego
Prophetic Word: This is the season the Triumphant Reserve is forming. The tabernacle of David
will be restored. Embrace and nurture the tabernacle of David. Release the power of God that
resides with in you. God is ready to get His ark in place because it is time to shift this region. I
feel that the future of this nation depends on the move of God here in San Diego. The Lord has
chosen this region as a stronghold region. The enemy that has controlled it in the past will be
subdued. I will show My strength in San Diego. I will take control of that city. I will be directing
this nation from this city for the next four years. I am raising up a worshipping people from this
city. My glory will sweep up the west coast and go to the east. Chuck Pierce San Diego August
29, 2012
Declare: We declare San Diego is shifting for God’s purposes and the ARK of God is getting put
in place. Thenation embraces your obedience to the Lord as you respond holy to Him to fulfill
the mandate to see a move of God in San Diego. The joy of the Lord is your strength we say the
Lord is fixing the fracture in San Diego. The enemy will not come in. We declare San Diego
County crosses over!

You tube video https://youtu.be/ab2hImbNPt4 Nov 2013
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUsTTub_HpQ&t=7s part 2
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I say to you the rivers of this state shall begin to fill, for this is a season that the heavens are
shaking and in the midst of the heavens shaking you are on the verge of the greatest
breakthrough that you’ve ever know in the state. I say to you do not back up, do not back up,
for the rivers will now begin to fill and flood and the rivers that have never contended will now
begin to contend. I say to you, there will be a divine splitting at places that you would not have
thought that rivers would overflow and split, that which was joined together here in CA. I say
CA will now unhook its unholy alliances. The rivers will rise and all unholy alliances will begin to
split saith the Lord. I say to you the bitterness of the robbing of the gold and structure of
resources in this state now will come to a head and a new reconciliation will occur and a new
glory arise. I say along the main river system of this state, and I know nothing of what I’m
saying, I have no idea of where the river structure of this state is. Along the main river structure
of this state there has been great contention and great iniquity that has been performed.
I say to you now, that which has caused demons to root in and hold this state captive will now
be rooted out through worship. I say a new apostolic breed is arising through this state and
there will be a great shaking in the north as a sign and great splitting of the river system where
it’s never split before. And in the midst of it you will know that, that which was rooted deep
now has lost its control of this state and that which has ruled the heaven has lost its authority to
rule and a whole new party structure will arise from this state that creates a new move
throughout this land. I say to my people in this state, do not back up, do not back up when the
rains begin to fall. Do not back up for I will send a sign up on this state that says the monitorial
structure will now change. And I will cause my people who have rejected my move, and moved
in my move up to the point of breakthrough and then backed off, I say this time a kingdom
people will arise. And the wind will not only blow, the fire of God will come and this state will
become a Glory Bed for my kingdom purposes. I say to you now, let the visions come and the
handshakes begin to let go and begin to form new and form afresh, saith the Lord.
Now here’s the anointing I saw coming across this state. It’s those who have charismatic root,
those that have revival root. It will be like Samson, pushing once again and causing that which
was held and that which was compromised in past seasons all the sudden, the pillars of this
state will begin to crumble and a new structure will now rise up saith the Lord.

So Lord we say, let the move of Samson begin in this state, rise up and let a new move come
from the Charismatic Movement, a new push that pushes open the next move of God in the
next generation. Now Father we ask now for the Heavens to re-align for the earth to re-align
and for that which has been held tight in California stopping the glory from rising and over
taking, we say now the glory will rise up and the ground must give up its glory!
3-30-13
Johnny Enlow: And He began to speak about what He was gonna release in California that there
was gonna be another spiritual and natural gold rush and He was gonna release another thing
of the Holy Spirit that would go around the world and this thing would be for the nations.
7-1-13
Chuck Pierce: California - How will you move forward in this State - California has not embraced
the Apostolic order - they have embraced the Prophetic Order but not the Apostolic. There are
wonderful Apostolic leaders but it is almost like the Apostolic leaders refuse to embrace the
identity of their gift. Every man did what seemed good in his own eyes. The Northern gate has
been isolated. Prayed that a new Apostolic order would be embraced in California and called
for their identity to be established. We also ask for a new sound structure to come through the
Church a whole new sound of strength and war.
9-7-13
Chuck Pierce: “In this year that has proceeded the now that you are standing in, I have
determined that the bridge that I long to cross is that into San Francisco. And I have said I would
come in and I stand at the door of the entry way of that bridge, and I decree that I want to come
into that city this year. I say to you I want to do a model work to invade the blood of that city. I
say to you the blood has been infected and I am the disinfector that can create a new move in
that city.
And I say I am going to move in that city if you will see to it over these next seven months that
the door is opened to that city. I will come in and move in that city and the world will even see,
even from the Super Bowl, that I will cause a city like San Francisco to be changed. I say I’m
going to shake the door open, so don’t be afraid when the shakings begin in San Francisco this
year.”
For the Lord says, “I am standing at the door and knocking, and this is the year for San Francisco
to let me in. Many have wanted Me to come before but only now I have crossed the bridge to
come into this city. So I say, when you go back begin voicing, come Lord Jesus into this city. And I
will send my spirit in unusual ways and I will invade the bloodline of that city. And any structure
in that city resisting my invasion, they need to beware, for I am a God that can overturn
structures with one breath and one shake and I can cause new structures to arise,” saith the
Lord.
Now extend your hand to California.
The Lord says, “I’m going up the coast, and back down again. And I say to you I am going to start
jarring the roots and the next three years are years of war for this state. For the enemy has tried
to water down, and stop the warfare that is necessary to deliver this state into my hand. But, I

say to you, the war now is beginning and you are being commissioned into the Sound of
Triumph, to go up and down. I say the evil root of that state, I say you will begin to worship in
the eight strongholds in that state. The double portion strongholds in that state that affect this
nation, I say I will assign you to overthrow. You will be called to have key worship gatherings that
will lead my people into heaven, with few words, but with mighty sound, and they will bring
down the revelatory revelation the prophetic decrees that will cause one root to dry and the
other one to rise up. I say the gates of hell are standing across California, but I am now
mobilizing a triumph of people to overthrow the gates of hell in the next three years.”
Now bless California, I am going to ask Miles to do something; he’s going to loose that blessing
one more time, because there is a double portion anointing on California. He’s going to loose
that blessing one more time. You are going to wear it back into California, and you’re gonna tell
the evil root, “Watch out, the Spirit of God is invading this state.” [Interlude of prayer in
Hebrew.]
“I say, wear My peace in the midst of war over the next three years, saith the Lord. And I say to
you from Hawaii, I will call you and you will come to this state. And I say you will dance and
you will decree. You’ll come from the north, you’ll come from the south and you will come from
the west and you will say, ‘We are bringing the glory to assist you in this movement.’ I say to
you I will rally an army to assist this state in the next three years,” saith the Lord.
5—14
Chuck Pierce: I think it was ’93, it was one of the reasons I came and prayed for a week here in
San Francisco. I had a dream, and in the dream, I kept seeing, it was, I was standing out in the
field with people, and I kept seeing, it looked like a stealth bomber coming in and the further it
got in it became very ominous. And the Lord said to me, He said, “Do not bow down to this
structure!” And so this thing started getting lower and lower and lower and then I describe
what was on the bottom of this stealth looking bomber. It actually wasn’t a stealth bomber, it
was the shield of California and it was the shield of Minerva. And the Lord spoke to me and He
said, “You stand up strong and you be unmovable and when this thing gets lower and lower and
lower it will fall on your head, which you will be carrying My headship by then, and then it will
break open.” And so that was the process I went through. Cindy Jacobs, once I shared the
dream, she began..matter of fact, I think she called Jim Garlow, she called several people in
California. We began to pray for California then. And yet I always knew that that shield coming
down was linked with San Francisco. And I now can see some things very clearly since that time.
That’s been almost 20 years since I had that dream and I can honestly say, since that time
California has been one of the focuses in my heart. The people of California. The need for revival
in California.
All nations revolve around Israel, or reconcile around the God of Israel. But these next 2 years
we see a lot of realignment like never before. California comes into the forefront of that
realignment. And where San Francisco is known for one thing and San Diego is known for one
thing, now San Francisco is going to become more of a war hub for the Kingdom of God.

So, the Lord is saying to San Francisco tonight, “Watch! You’ll be surprised what I do.” Now,
that’s a strange way to give a prophecy, but watch. Starting tonight through September, you’ll
be surprised how God starts moving.
The second thing is, He’s saying, “Return to the root, for I can go down and cause the very root
of what I have begun to start bearing new fruit.”
The third thing He’s saying is, “Minerva, the god of war, is going to be toppled over California
because God’s people are going to ascend in worship. And though, when you understand how
the Queen of Heaven operates, which Minerva is a form of that, you understand how Jezebel
moves in the government in the earth realm. You’re going to see great shifting in government in
California over these next 2 years. As you worship, the revelation of change comes to California
and then is imparted to the nation.
I had a dream that awakened me at 5:20 something in the morning. And in this dream, it was
like a message from God that He knew I had to have for all of us. And in this dream, dollar bills
were being packed in sealed containers, and I have a responsibility to seal the container. And
then these dollar bills were taken onto, it looked like inactive battleships in the ports, California
being the key place where these things were being taken. And they were being put on these
inactive barges and the barges represented nations and they were all in the ports. They were in
the port of San Francisco. They were in the port of San Diego. They were in the port of Long
Beach. And they were filling the port and then they were going to be sent out. And I awake and I
said, “Lord, it says if You’re sending us to California to decree, the dollar now changes.” And I
believe we’re here for it.
Now hear me carefully. I believe many of the diseases that operate in God’s people are linked
with a fear that came into their bloodline over money. I believe that God is delivering us.
I believe there’s two things that this dream means. First of all, I actually believe in the next two
years you will see the dollar structure as we know it completely change. I don’t know why I was
to announce that here but I’m a prophet. I have to do what I’m supposed to do. California will
be instrumental in this change. There’s two things on the dollar bill you have to understand. It
has two important things. It has, first of all, the eye of Horus. It has the evil eye on every dollar.
That’s why if we don’t give the Lord His portion, that thing follows you and watches after you. I
don’t know if some of you understand that but that’s why always give the Lord His portion and
it breaks its power. One of the five root structures that you have to overturn in your bloodline is
God robbing. I’m not taking an offering, I’m just explaining it to you. The other thing on the
dollar bill is the owl of Minerva. So, once I had this dream, the Lord put the two dreams
together and He says within the next two years the dollar structure over our nation will change
and California will be vital in creating the change, a new economic rule that’s coming in. Now,
that can be good, that can be bad, except as we worship, and in this dream I was responsible to

make sure that each container had the proper signet on it. And so that says this to me. I’m going
to prophesy it from here. This would not be normally what I would do but it is linked into the
move of God that will come through this church, this state, and into America.
And the Lord would say to you, “This is the beginning of change in the system of trade that you
have known. And though poverty has ruled you and watched you, you will now start seeing
what I’m going to do in the financial structure of My people. I’m going to realign My people in a
way that they will prosper in a way when the structures around them begin to change. I say
here in California I’m going to go back to the root of even this place and its formation and I am
going to create a new move that will build the next move of God throughout this nation. I say it
won’t look like what it looked like in another season but I announce to you today, the manna of
that season is ending and a new form of provision is coming in. I say because of that I will now
begin to change the storehouse of California. I will cause My people to gather in ways they’ve
never gathered before. And because of that, a nation will change. I say to you tonight, Judah will
arise in California. And Judah will lead in the change that comes from the rearrangement of the
ports throughout California. I say to you also this city will be known as the city where war was
overthrown and this city will be known for the city where fire came again. I say to you, this is
the beginning of a move for this nation. And I say that in the next two years what My people
depended on, the power of it will be broken and now I will put My people on the forefront of
decreeing a new form of the release of provision and I say to you, California will now change”
saith the Lord. Let’s give a shout!
5-10-14
Anne Tate: The Bride of Christ is going to become so cleansed of the religious spirit that you’re
going to begin to walk in San Francisco in a brand new way. Your new mindset is going to sing
“holy unto the Lord” in a way that you have never sung before. You’re going to move in a new
way over the landscape. You’re going to have such a new sound. You’re going to manifest in
California and people that’ll move in such a new way that they are going to be so attracted to
you they will not be able to keep their hands off you. They will move with you because they’ll
be so attracted to the light and the God that’s manifest through you.
James Vincent: The heavens are open right here right now, lift up your hands, there are angels
on assignment to cause it to come to pass, it’s not happening in some distant future, it began,
it’s already begun, the angels are moving, the Spirit of God is hovering, He’s washing, this place
will be new, I will be new, you will be new, California will never be the same. We are walking
right into it, we have walked right into it, right here, right now, we are awake, and we are
moving right here right now, a new mission…..
Anne Tate: The Lord is releasing information about the angelic. It’s not mystical. He’s going to
release some real information to you and you’ll hear it and you’ll begin to move with it. You’ll
move in that, and then He’ll release another piece of information to you. He’ll teach you how to

walk with what He’s assigning in the angelic and as you move in that He’ll activate you. He’ll
activate you. He’ll activate you as you trust right here, right now, every time you move you’ll
move in a greater manifestation of it. He’ll give you a test, He’ll give you an opportunity, you
move in it and you’ll get more fired (?) in it. Amen! Right here, right now, you’re choosing to
trust. It’ll get bigger and more momentous every time. Right here, right now, we’re going to
trust. Amen?
It’s awakening, healing, breakthrough, a new awakening, You are bigger, You’re everlasting, You
are greater, You’re everlasting, You’re changing the storehouse in California right here, right
now, step out a new anointing.
Chuck Pierce: I started thinking about that dream last night and how it would, the dollars would
be sealed. I would put a stamp on each container and put it to the inactive ships that were on
the ports of California. And one thing I saw, when you look at the dollar bill, it’s got two
structures on it. It has the Masonic structure built into it and then it has the Minerva watcher
built into it. So what that was saying to me this morning was, we’re going to seal up the power
of those two forces over our supplies. And then we have to create a new release of supply into
this realm, into this state and cause the storehouse to come alive in a new way.
Now, here’s the other thing. On your seal, you need to tell that bear, “Quit eating our harvest!”
We need to say it out loud. The harvest of California will not be eaten this hour. That this is a
season that the storehouses that have never been full, and you’ve had bankruptcies going on in
states. You’re in a hard place financially, God says, “Right now I am ready to redo the economic
system , wow, California, right here, right now.
New supply, new provision right here, right now. New provision, new supply, right here, right
now. The shield has been broken, right here, right now. Everything changes, right here, right
now. We sow into Your provision, right here, right now. Change the way we are connected, right
here, right now. The timeline has been connected, right here, right now. The dead shall be
raised, right here, right now. The bear is gonna grow hungry, right here, right now. Come on, lift
up your shout, breakthrough is UNI, a roar, a roar, the roar of the Lion of Judah in California.
5-28-14
Chuck Pierce: Father we say let the people arise, let Holy Spirit rise up from the earth in
California.
3-1-15
Chuck Pierce: The Lord would say I’m going to be moving along the West Coast I’m gonna be
coming down and the waters will begin to churn. I’m gonna churn in Alaska, Hawaii,
Washington, Oregon and California. I say there’s a Move that I’m funneling in even the
resources are going to be restructured along the West Coast. And then I say all of those that
receive the Next Move of the Oil of My Anointing I say I’m going to send that Move, it’s gonna

come it’s gonna be moving underground through Nevada, through Arizona, through Mexico.
And I say there will be an explosion here in the center that causes that Move of God to unfreeze
the East Coast.
6-10-15
Chuck Pierce: I say a swirling power now is being released. Watch as this increases and increases
and when you hear that California has seen a new move of My Spirit you will know that the
time has come for this nation to choose.
Word for San Diego October 26,2015 GOZ
6:00AM Breaking Open the Day
"So I'm strengthening the expectation of the Remnant in San Diego. And I'm beginning to raise
you up with greater strength & greater vitality & vigor. For I have set you in that land to begin to
speak to that which has tried to devastate it. And this is the hour that I'm going to begin to shift
things in that land. And you're going to see a multitude come to know Me by My name in the
quickening of the Spirit. So know, San Diego, rise up. For this is your hour of salvation' It's going
to spread to the left. It's going to spread to the right. It's going to spread out. For My eye is on
San Diego in this hour.
9-2-3-16
CHUCK PIERCE: "Things will begin to roll. I say, things will be rolling back for the next 9 months,
for I have birthed a new movement in this place, even this hour. Now the rolling back will begin
to accelerate. Until April there will be a rolling back out of California which will affect an entire
nation. For you will be known as that which pioneered the move of God from West to East. For
there has been a pioneering that has come from East to West, but now you will be pioneering
from West to East. I say to you this rolling back now begins And the reproach that has been on
San Bernardino County will now be removed. I say watch Me start targeting that county and I'll
begin to roll back, roll back, roll back the reproach in San Bernardino. Then I'll begin to roll back
that which has come on Orange County.
I say to you, I will start a rolling back from that, that the entire nation will see.
DUTCH SHEETS: I say, "hear the word of The Lord, San Bernardino County, Orange County. Hear
the word of The Lord. You will respond to the word of the Lord. The atmosphere is now
becoming pregnant with the word of The Lord. We say over you, "You will respond. You will hear
the shout. Your walls will come down. You will hear the horn of deliverance. You will hear the
sound of freedom. It will break the atmosphere of evil off of you. You will bow the knee to the
victory of The Lord.
CHUCK PIERCE: And the conception that has begun here, will now be brought to birth in Fresno,
saith The Lord. I say to you, I will be using the oil, shifting the oil market, along with the
rearrangement of the agro market, to begin to change the course of America. So I say, what is

birthed here, now will manifest, what has been (seeded? or seen?) here now will be birthed in
Fresno.
DUTCH SHEETS: So we say shift. There will be a shifting of the oil market. There will be a shift of
finance. There will be a shift of economy. There will be a shift in this region and nation. We just
decree that over you, Fresno. Fresno you will change. Fresno you will respond. Fresno, you will
receive the Word of The Lord. We say as Jeremiah said, "Earth, Earth, Earth. Hear the Word of
The Lord." We say, "Fresno, Fresno, Fresno, hear the Word of The Lord!" The shift begins with
you, Fresno, in the oil market. You will shift, you will shift, you will shift, in the name of The
Lord.
3. CHUCK And I will use this as a model. I will start in San Diego. There will be 7 rolling-backs
across the state. 7 key places where I roll back. And I will form One New Man. Not just Jew and
Gentile, but Gentiles that are becoming one. I will redo the Hispanic/Latino culture and My
White/Anglo alignment with what I will be doing will present a new form of My movement in
the Body of Christ. I will move from the model and prototype of what I do in California, across
the cities of this nation. Even what you have seen here will become a prototype of meetings
across this land. I say to you, get ready. For the anchor has been pulled up and now the
movement will begin.
DUTCH SHEETS: We say to this prototype, " conform". We prophesy, we decree the words of
The Lord Himself, that this prototype will come forth from here. There's a new form coming
among the Latinos and the Anglos and the African-Americans and the Asian- Americans. We say
there is a new expression coming forth in the Body of Christ that will unlock. And we say there's
a new form, a new expression coming that will initiate, it will bring forth new, it will have a new
sound, it will have a new look. It will be saturated and permeated with life. It will not be laced
with curses and death. It will be permeated with life. It will be an expression of life. It will be a
reflection of Heaven. It will be the Body of Christ. It will be the One New Man. It will be a
glorious expression that shows forth the Glory of The Lord to a nation and we command that to
come forth and be ( ?) of the Nation, in Jesus name.
CHUCK PIERCE: And I say to you, I'll come into the cities and I'll go to the fields. And the migrant
workers will fall under My power, saith The Lord. And those in cities will say, "There's a move of
Glory in the fields. "Who will come to the fields?"
I say to you, "Watch Me. For I will visit the fields of California. And it will be known the I have
fallen inside of the fields of the Bread Basket that is producing that which my people will eat. A
new communion will come and (be expressed?) out of California.
BILLIE ALEXANDER: My husband who was a Watchman/Prophet went home, March, 2015. I
found journals, and journals, and journals. Across the top of each page he would say,
"covenant" and he would say "circumcision". Covenant and circumcision . Page after page after
page after page he prayed that for California. It wasn't that the enemy took my husband. He
finished his course. And so, I just want to encourage you to continue to pray what God tells you
to pray. Because we're being manifestations of it.

Now Father, we thank You that now we receive our orders. We thank You we have receive the
word of The Lord. We thank you that covenant has been written on our hearts, and written
across our minds. It's not words, it's a relationship with You. And the people of God can either
enter into something we've never entered into before. We bow to the Word of The Lord. And
we thank You, Father, that we will go out circumcised today, and we will thank you that You are
circumcising, cutting off flesh. You're taking off things that we don't need to be a part of. You're
taking off things that are religious, that You're revealing to us Lord, so that we can get down to
business and do what You say. We enter in. In Jesus name.
LOU SHELDON: In 1906, Azusa Street, 1 blind eyed, half-crippled African-American preacher
came & started a movement of the fullness of the Holy Spirit. This is what you will see. This is
what will happen. God doesn't want crowds, He wants a movement!
Almighty God, our Jesus Christ, angels of Heaven, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Bring down this
movement, like a tsunami of water, to flood the nation, to flood the land. To teach there will be
no discrimination against race, color or creed. And there'll be equal pay for all.
VICKI NOHRDEN: Justice in the gates! Justice in the gates! We say we are those who are crying
out for justice in the gates today, Lord. We want to see the justice and the laws of mercy of
God, His throne set in the Earth.
Alleluia!! Justice in the gates! Justice in the gates!---(The rest of us joined into that call/cry.)
10-2-16
Chuck Pierce: I see California beginning to rift. And the Lord says, you’re not going to get away
with doing the same thing you’ve done in other elections in this one. If you don’t move with
me, I’ll shake that state and you’ll know it’s me!
10-31-16
Chuck Pierce: Jesus, bring us into oneness so we can say, “Come!” with the Spirit. Come with
your wind, your oil and your wine. Sweep into this land and the nations of the earth. Sweep
into California and bring confusion to the voice coming out of California. Uncover what has
brought destruction into California. Come and heal the sick in California. We pray for the body
of Christ in California. They will rise up and say, “Come Holy Spirit!”
August 23, 2020 from Glory of Zion
Robyn Vincent – I keep hearing the Lord say, for us to look again. Look again for the gold. Look
again for the gold. Look again for the glory of God. I keep hearing the Lord say, even when we
were praying for Houston, I heard the Lord say, that the storm is coming. The storm is coming,
but it’s gonna break the gold through. It’s gonna cause the gold to come through. I heard the
Lord say, even in the storm, there’s a vein of gold. Even when Christine began to talk about the
gold dust, she said, look for the gold. I heard the Lord say, look for the gold. There’s a vein of

gold. The Lord says, look for it. In the storm, in the wind, in the flood, there is glory. There is
glory in Jesus’ name.
Chuck Pierce – California we say, there is a new vein of glory that’s coming through you. We
speak to that evil root. We say dry up. Dry up. Dry up. We say, let glory, come forth. Shout every
person from California. Stand up right now and shout glory. Decree Psalms 29, across that state
this week. Glory is coming back to California.
Keith Pierce – Yesterday, the Lord spoke to me very, very clearly. And He said, you have a
personal interest in California. I said, really? And He said, yeah, Rebecca Nathan and Samuel.
And I want you to rise up. And this was probably about 11:30 yesterday. And He said, I want you
to rise up, and I want you to take your stand, against, something that is closed, that I’ve called to
be open. Because it will not capture, hinder, or deter, your bloodline that is in that state, that is
tied to this state. He said, rise up with a roar and let the fire of God, be a consuming fire, that
contains until I say release, and then let it consume everything that is anti-Me, because that is a
state that I placed under Me, just like it is a state, in Texas that is under Me.

Related Words:
BREAKTHROUGH, GLORY, TERRITORIAL
Chuck Pierce at San Diego August 29, 2012
The tabernacle of David will be restored. Embrace and nurture the tabernacle of David. Release
the power of God that resides with in you. God is ready to get His ark in place because it is time
to shift this region. I feel that the future of this nation depends on the move of God here in San
Diego. The Lord has chosen this region as a stronghold region. The enemy that has controlled it
in the past will be subdued. I will show My strength in San Diego. I will take control of that city. I
will be directing this nation from this city for the next four years. I am raising up a worshipping
people from this city. My glory will sweep up the west coast and go to the east. The lord chose
SD a stronghold city region-the enemy NOW WILL COME DOWN &
submit(homes)
I'll show my strength bringing under my
SD NEXT 4 yrs wind blow land shake etc a composite worship generations
aligned
I AM GRABBING THE REINS!
CHUCK PIERCE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 2013

WORD OF THE LORD FOR SAN DIEGO 2013

And I know CA is called to the move of God for this season & called to bring a nation so a nation
sees this move. God has shown me a major move breaking out in San Diego as well as in San
Francisco & it’s just going to move up & down this region.
This SD will be known as the city of takeover, I heard the Lord say this so clear as I was flying in
here. The 3rd year from now, 2016, it will be like vying, the gate of hell will be vying to control
this nation & this will be one of its port cities to do it. You need to know that. This will be one of
the KEY contending cities for all of America.
7 key cities that God looks at. And so in this region, He’ll be looking at 7 key churches in this
region. And when you’ll just see Him moving all the way in CA because I believe in CA there are
84 key churches in the hub regions of this state
I’m talking about a new generation where He aligns 3 generations together & raises us up as 1.
San Diego is a portal to our nation. I heard the Lord say as I said that—“You’ve been struggling
over the last 20 years to stay abreast of what I was doing & to make sure you preserved a
remnant. I say to you that day of struggle is over & you will now move in an accelerated way”,
saith the Lord. Because, you see, there are blessings in Heavenly places that were meant for 1
season. And God’s saying I’ll give you access to them now.” Pull them down! .”
But Judah isn’t a praise team. Judah is that apostolic war tribe that uses sound to hit the mark
Judah is filled with redemption? And then Judah would position themselves out against the
enemy. They would worship at the right place (2Chron. 20), at the right time, & God would
come down and take out the enemy; but not only take out the enemy, leave the spoil for them
to advance.
Decree today, a Judah tribe is arising all over California
Auhust 2012 Chuck gave a word that San Diego is as metheg ammâh , or Mother Bridle City.
2Samuel 8:1 In the Hebrew, Metheg means bridle, but Haammah can be interpreted Mother,
but also is a door base, or bond, of the entrance. Metheg Haammah is also a nickname for
Gath.- place of giants.
I believe the Lord is saying that the verses in 1 Samuel 7:3 are relevant to the spiritual battle and
God’s plans for San Diego.
The people had been waiting for revival for 20 years, as have been many in this region.

Gath means wine press, or a vat for holding the grapes in pressing them, but it comes from a
root word that means to thrum a beat, to make music. I believe that this is one reason the
sound we make it crucial, because we must overcome the sound that the Philistine spirit is
making over San Diego. What is the sound that the Philistine spirit makes?
Philistine means migratory or wanderer. There is a wanderlust spirit over San Diego; people
wanting to move from one place to another, lacking commitment, breaking commitments.;
wallowing in the dust.
Mother Bridle City
Taking Metheg Ammah! (Your Mother Bridle City)
August 30, 2012 at 4:48 PM
August 30, 2012
Last night Chuck was speaking in San Diego, CA. He had an incredible word for what the Lord
was now ready to do in their city and territory. In the course of Chuck’s speaking he referred
to 2 Samuel 8 and referenced Metheg Ammah – The Mother Bridle City. This was where the
Philistines, the enemy of God’s covenant territory was ruling God’s territory illegally.
I remembered several years ago Chuck taught on this scripture. When something comes around
again I watch, because the Lord is ready to take us to a higher place of revelation concerning a
particular principal. The Mother Bridle City held the reins of government for the rest of the
territory including several other surrounding cities. The King of the Metheg Ammah would then
force tribute from each one of the cites in the territory that he ruled. He had to keep these
cities under his control for financial reasons.
Judah’s territory, which was part of God’s covenant plan, was where this was happening. Judah
was anointed for going first, establishing government and manifesting Kingdom rule and for
worship. This was David’s portion. The King of Metheg Ammah had taken the authority out of
the hands of Judah and confined Judah to borders that would prevent the tribe from fully
occupying its territory and enjoying the fruit of what God had given them. In essence, the
wrong king was now in control of Judah’s destiny and worship. David disagreed because he was
now King of Judah and all of Israel. Therefore, David went to battle, killed the ruling King, David
took the city and removed the rule of the Philistines out of the portion of Judah, where God had
set him in place to rule.
I think we should all pray the following:

Lord, open our eyes to every place the enemy’s hand is in our portion that God has allotted us.
Give us the strategy to remove the enemy’s rule. We ask for courage to walk in the authority
you have given us. We ask for boldness to establish the government, of God in our sphere and
territory. May we manifest the Kingdom rule of God in our lives and what we have been given to
steward. Grant us the grace to find the reins of what controls us. May we each find the source of
the enemy’s rule and then remove his headship and take the reins of our blessings and territory
back.
GLORY WARS LRIM AUGUST 9, 2018
CHUCK PIERCE WORDS FOR SAN DIEGO & FOR CALIFORNIA

I'm hearing angels say, "Cry for the heavens to open and cry for the ground to shake, because California is headed into its new

This is the day of overthrowing the day of "impossibility" across California. The enemy has tried to convince that it is impossi
to you the day of impossibility is over. And I say, over the next year, you will be hearing a truth that sounds like horses, go fro
get ready, the day of impossibility is over for California.

(Carol say about deep calling unto deep. And Chuck says to her-- there's land coming up through you. Pull the depth of the la

Watch over the next year. It will be a year of great conflict in the land called California. But I say the plates are shifting in a w
the next healing move of God for a nation. I say, the plates are shifting. And when you, Carol, draw the sound and the healing
won't hear the plates because the plates will be in place, and you,( California), will serve a nation with healing.
And I say, I have this land. It is mine. I say, this land has been trampled, and this land has been grabbed for. This land has bee
Glory in this land that has never come to the surface. I say, over the next year, you will put on and wear what is necessary to
California.

Let's begin to worship; let's begin to give; and as we sacrifice, the ground will start shaking and the plates will start shifting in
The Lord is healing thrombosis that's occurred throughout this state. Clots are being removed.
Prepare the plate of healing for a nation. Prepare a plate of healing for a nation.
This timing is very key for us as we advance into next season. 8 shifting into 9-- a display of the wine flowing out of a wineski
&9)

The Lord showed him the year ahead this morning. The Lord said, "The Movement will now begin". So he knew as he got of
"move of God" is here, San Diego. He (God) has chosen you, (us, San Diego), as the precursor for the next movement. "He (G

This is the year God is anointing our shield. That will change the course of how we battle. Because His anointing our shield, w

Chuck showed the picture for the year ahead (5779), and said we were the first place he'd shown it. It's titled "Let the New W

You see an apostolic strength coming to the Body of Christ. It's new wine flowing out of the structure the Lord's been prepar
you the last 7 years has been a preparation to pour you out. You're going to be an awesome drink offering! And we're in this
But we're moving into this place where Kingdom is being expressed to us. See, I can look and see all these leaders out here,
come to a meeting like this--this is a Kingdom meeting. And that produces something different in the atmosphere . It isn't tha
they're more provident for what God is doing right now. They're almost like gathering a group for a mission, to be sent forth.
and after the journey. And so this comes to a whole new season for the next 2 years. It's a season of breakthrough. The Brea

See, this year was about a gate. And how the Breaker operates. He goes up and then you follow Him into a place you've not y
been a year of going into places we've not been before, but He's making sure we're not backing up. Tell somebody, "it's too l

Here's what we've got to be aware of as we move forward. God is starting to intervene in what we're doing. I loved the wors
here. And every time He intervenes, He reveals. Every time He reveals, a confrontation begins. And that's what Gary was say
to get out of the way. Whether it's in your family-- I have watched the Lord confront each one of my children and I'm seeing t
deal with things better than we do. And then He visits us. Now visitation is like an audit. And there's a reconciliation portion
Jerusalem missed their time of visitation because they didn't recognize that He was setting a new order for them. That God h
new order for their redemption. And they missed it.

Well I am here to say I do not think San Diego is going to miss its time of visitation! I don't feel that. It's not here. You have an
flowing? It's so key.

Some of the things I'm going to show you tonight, because I think The Lord is revealing how you're going to keep it going & t
something that's just flowing all over California, drawing attention. I think it's about 6 weeks ago I gave a word at The Interna
the news; it would be shaken by what we saw in the news. The fires up North have been just horrendous. What we are seein
He said was He's reordering, rearranging & resetting your course. And so there's a real course correction that's happening rig
And, then, God doesn't just come in. He inhabits. The ark takes a rest with us.

When our dear sister was singing about the veins, I saw the ark so down, down deep in CA. It was beginning to move upward
were going to go down, & you'd pull a layer up. This is what Amos 9 is about. And you'd secure the layer. You'd go back down
the layer. You'd go back down & pull up another layer. And after you'd pulled up about 7 layers-- all of a sudden you had a pla
having to go deep in the land.

This year there's a revival going on the reservations. There's revival of the sound of the ground & the earth& the heavens com
for this land & a movement. This year was about the first-- the power of the first. New prototypes. New beginnings. 5778 All
that begins at 1:20:00 on video)

In a year like this year, which we're coming close to shifting in time. It isn't an all of a sudden linear & you end with 5778 & go
transitioning this prototype into this new structure, new authority & new movement of the revelation that God is pouring ou
this year or they repeat old cycles that they don't need to repeat. That's why when Billie mentioned this gathering, I knew we
repeat your old cycles. You keep shifting. We're going to keep moving. You see, it's time to overturn these old cycles as we m
resistance must break. That's what's happening right now. How he's resisting your breaking through & your increase & your o
so his resistance has to break.
Lord, we decree right now, all the way from San Diego to the border of Oregon, into Idaho, into Washington. We decree it. It

Really, what this year has been about is us shifting our expectation. Expectation is linked with emotion. And if we don't allow
calling us, we're going to have some difficulty as we go into this year ahead. And what's been happening is we've been going
whole new capacity in us. You're not the same you were a year ago. You have a new capacity of faith. And so, we've been rea
becomes key for us. And really, who we are going to be for the future. We can't keep looking back at all the revivals in history
the Lord saying, "In CA I'm going to have a ground movement, a ground movement." And I'm not sure what that means, but
that begins to occur. And what's going to happen is that then Heaven will blend with the movement of the ground & you will
you , because you're all He's got to work with right now. You're it!! And so, there's an essence of His glory in you that's never
never come forth. So, right now we're in this place of submission. So we resist the devil, he flees, & then, all of a sudden, God
integration His Spirit in what we're doing. It's almost like a mixing-up of His Spirit again, is beginning to flow. This ground mov
that we've not seen before. You feel the movement that's going on. You feel it as we move with it. And all of a sudden there's
seeing who we are from CA.

Because you're going to serve this plate of healing. That's what the Lord said today. I could see it; it was down in the ground.
would worship, the plates would shift. And all of a sudden the plate came to the surface & it had healing on it. And so there's
need to confess that! Say it out loud . A new healing movement is beginning . It's not going to be counseling like we've know
somebody; they're going to get healed. You're going to shout; they're going to get healed. You're going to sing something & i
was there has shifted out of place. Cells have rearranged.

I asked the Lord about a couple of months ago. I asked, "Lord throughout the world I've see miracles-beyond. I was in Mongo
hospital gave up on her. When they brought her in she had cancer all throughout her body. And she & her husband, who was
set her down before me. And the Lord said, "shout as loud as you can into her womb. Don't say a word to her." I felt it come
husband, (who was a Baptist pastor), shout into her womb." They sent her to Seattle. Because after that afternoon they coul

I saw a move of God in Santa Fe, one time. And the Lord said, "You come up & you speak to that woman's back." She was jus
form. But I said to the Lord, "Why don't I flow in this?" I think this is what you're having to deal with right now. "Why don't I t
immersion of this? And we flow like this? I've watched You do it."
" It's not a question of you doing it. It's a question of Me flowing in it."
Say, "I'm going to ask the Lord what He's going to do with me!"

See, when Gary's ( Goodell) talking about the moves of God here in CA., you've got all of that flowing in this atmosphere. An
saying, "Now, I'm ready to move through you in a way I've never moved through you before." And so He's saying, "Go throug
beginning. Let Me demonstrate My love to you in ways you have never seen before; both in redemptive prophecy & in unloc
of provision & yet they've got wealth everywhere.
Now, Lord, we say we want this channeled properly and unlocked properly.

And so, last week I saw something. I saw that we were breaking through. I could see breakthrough. I could feel breakthrough
breaker's going up; you're breaking through. But you're not pulling down the manifestation of what needs to manifest. It's br
in the atmosphere before it fully manifests in the Earth. And I said, "Now, Lord. You've got to do something with this." And H
us in James 5) we're like him. So because we're like him that means you have the ability to do what he did. And remember, h
Lord in a miracle dimension & he did that for 3 1/2 years. Then, all of a sudden, he knew it was time to pull down. And he ha
word, & then he intensely interceded. See, that's a shamar prophet. And I think that's what's rising right now. We see the wo
we've got to intercede it down. We've got to get in some gap & stand some way so we get that word flowing like wine from H
pulled it down. He ran to the gate. That's what this year is about. And then remember, the strongman confronted him & said
now I'm going to do the same thing to you. You killed 400. I'm going to be sure you suffer 400 times what they did. And the B
know what that means? He saw the demon hordes that were backing her words. And what he did--he moved out of his posit
that we can't back off.) And he said, Lord, I just want to die. And he ran off. He really didn't want to die or he'd have let her k
And so this is what I want to say to you. As we worship, think ground coming up & Heaven coming down. And what God has

And, Lord, we loose it over CA. You've served some awesome meals here! I want us to stop & thank Him for the awesome me
prepared in the past. Thank Him for fruitfulness he's brought.
But there's a new meal coming. There's a new taste coming in. There's a new flow coming in. And, so, Heaven's atmosphere
beginning to be pulled up from a depth that it's never been pulled up. You could hear it in the sound tonight. You could hear
been stored in this particular state coming to the surface. A supernatural abundant rearranging occurred.

This is what we want to break tonight. Because we're like Elijah, by him shifting, he postponed what God was trying to do for

The Lord says tonight He wants Postponement from other decades broken. Sometimes we forget that we're in time & God's
when he (Elijah) didn't move right at the gate, time got postponed: 7 year postponement. And that postponement is hangin
spoken about you (CA) that God is ready to end!!!!

The postponement 0f God's plan for this next year, the postponement from the last season, is to start breaking tonight (Augu
year from now we see manifestations in this state like we've never seen before.

Lord, we thank You for what You're doing! No more postponement! Lord, we go back in this state & say everything that neve
breaking over it.

You saw things in your family that should have happened & almost did. Shout now--"Postponement ending". And it's like the
says, "I'm pulling that mask off of this state. And I'm starting in San Diego tonight! We say, the postponement is over!!!!

The word the Lord gave me for you is that He is creating a strong remnant. They're rising again in CA. A movement is rising. It
heard differently in CA from this day.

Now, Lord, I activate Your voice in Your remnant here. Prophets, rise up! The prophetic anointing in this state come alive! The

Fear of man, you go in Jesus' name. The unique leadership of this state rise up! We even say we want to see NEW leadership
it in Sacramento. New leadership arising!

And the Lord says, "For a year you will press & you will move & you will start with your shield anointed & your breastplate ris
until the Spirit falls in this state again. I have destined for the Spirit to fall on this state. Know this, I have burned away thorns
Spirit to fall.
Watch for the signs for leadership will shift.
Watch My signs for you will identify My remnant from city to city & town to town, all along 5 major highways of this state.

A movement is beginning. I have chosen San Diego because I am very near this place. I have chosen this portion because I am
second time, greater than I have ever come the first time."

And then He said, --He took me to Hezekiah & Sennacherib scenario & He said, "The enemy would love to convince you & all
victory in the year ahead. But, I say to you, don't give him the time of day. For I'm coming down as you worship & pull the gr
here. And pull down the realms of My glory from Heaven. I am forming a table across CA that has never been eaten from bef
the table & I will serve a new meal, California! Prepare the table and I will serve a new meal."
(Lord, we are agreeing with the year ahead.)

" Prepare a table & bring the depths of the land & the layers of My glory that have gone into the land, up into the atmospher
state. I will form it first here (Sandi ego). Long Beach will eat from it. Palo Alto will eat from it. I say to you--get ready! Even th
of My Spirit. Get ready for a table is forming. Prepare the table & I will serve the meal."

:And I say to the churches--get ready to serve the meal. For the remnant is preparing the table & you will form a new meal fo
churches know. Hear what the Spirit is saying. Prepare the table. A new move of healing will now be served."

